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Tinkerbot Games announces new 
Ghostel
board game
British board game podcasters introduce new 
dice-rolling
worker placement
game from designer Bevan Clatworthy
Today, Tinkerbot Games announce the launch of G
hostel
, a board game set in the haunted
hotel of Creepstone Manor. The game will launch on Kickstarter in Fall/Autumn of 2015.
Ghostel
builds on the traditional worker placement mechanic by adding a dice rolling element to
the beginning of each round. Players determine the ‘scariness’ of their 3D ghost meeples with
the roll of their dice, then use the scores to scare away guests.
Your scariness is determined by your dice roll each turn, but rolling a low score can w
ork in your
favour
if you place your ghosts right and exploit the tiered scoring system. Prey on the phobias
of guests by turning into their worst nightmares, work with other ghosts to combine forces, and
scare away the hardiest of hotel patrons to earn upgrades and get even scarier!
It’s a wellthemed worker placement game that changes every time you play. The randomised
guests and dice roll mechanic means each round is different from the last, but there’s more than
luck to winning the game. Place your ghosts in smart locations, move them tactically and form
tentative agreements with other players which you don’t always have to uphold…
“
Ghostel
was my first serious design, and seemed to just appear fully formed one day  a little
like the apparitions in the game! Even after many, many playtests I still love teaching this game
to new players; just watching them stare at the board, then at everyone else's dice, then into
their opponents' eyes as they try to second guess their first moves. The engagement and
tension are what make me so proud of this game!” says designer Bevan Clatworthy
An intelligent use of symbology from graphic designer Rachel Dobbs (
Cornish Smuggler,
Waggle Dance
) reduces the necessity for text on the cards in the game. This allows players to
appreciate the brilliant illustrations from Tyler Johnson. Tinkerbot Games ran a competition for 3
of their listeners to be turned into cartoons by Tyler and used on cards in the game (see pictures
attached). The lucky winners, Leeandra, Tyler and Alicia, were chosen for having the funniest
‘scared’ face, and have had their terrified expressions included in the deck of hotel guests.

The rules of the game are simple to follow, and have been tested successfully with players as
young as twelve years old.
Quotes from players of all ages:
“I really like how the open information like the dice and hotel patrons keep you engaged,
even during other player's turns.”
“Those ghost meeples are SO DANG CUTE.”
“Had the chance to play this today and loved it!”
Ghostel
is for 24 players, with a play time of 45 minutes. The game is for ages 12+ with
components including:
● 1 board
● 4 Ghost markers
● 25 Phobia tokens
● 4 Ghostly barrier tokens
● 4 Score trackers
● 74 cards
● 24 x D6, 4 x D8
● 1 Rulebook
For more information you can visit the G
hostel
website: 
www.tinkerbotgames.com/ghostel

About Tinkerbot Games
Tinkerbot Games consists of Bevan Clatworthy, Gino Brancazio and Tony Beard, three board
game podcasters dedicated to bringing exciting new games to the table.
Tinkerbot Games produce a popular board game podcast which grew a large following rapidly
by focusing less on game reviews and more on new aspects of the board gaming world. They
are known for their interviews with experts in the industry, and for involving their listeners in
interactive shows.
Bevan Clatworthy
is a breakthrough game designer to keep an eye on. His designs have been
highlighted in national competitions and he has been offered numerous publishing contracts.
With the help of Gino and Tony, Bevan has decided to undertake the challenge of publishing his
first game independently through Kickstarter.
Gino Brancazio
hosts the Talking Tinkerbots podcast and was awarded two Wales People
Awards for his contribution to projects that were calculated to have saved £22m/yr nationally.
He runs a science based Facebook page with 68,000 followers, and has an interest in using 3D
printing to develop board game prototypes and custom components.
Tony Beard
splits his time between amateur theatre, medieval reenactment and gaming. Tony
loves the excitement of a new game, and a new story to be told, favouring games with great
narrative and engagement.
For more information about the Tinkerbots and their podcast ‘Talking Tinkerbots’, you can visit
the website: 
www.tinkerbotgames.com/aboutus/

